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1Introduction
On October 16, 1888, in one of the upper stories of the
Barrett House, now better known as the Hotel Cadillac, locat- '
ed at 43rd Street at Broadway in Hew York City, Eugene Glad-
!
stone O'Neill was born. Of his mother very little is known
|
except that she was considered a fine pianist and extremely
beautiful. She was held in high esteem by those attending
a Cleveland convent as being one of the most pious of
students. James O'Neill his father was tall in stature and
also rather handsome. He won great fame as an actor and
became a favorite all over the United States, His work in •
!
"Monte Cristo" met with glorious success and tended to keep
him from acting in other productions; as a result he always
felt, as time passed, that playing in "Monte Cristo" had
ruined him and that because of it his career as a great
>
i
artist had been greatly curbed,
,
Just what influence his parents had on Eugene O'Neill's 1
life is not now known but we do know that his brother Jim
took it upon himself to teach him what he knew of the
pleasures and advantages of life. Needless to say in later
life he discarded a great many of these teachings. A Scotch
nurse also kept him well informed - telling him all the
I
most gruesome tales and unreasonable notions that she could
j
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The first seven years of Eugene's life were spent with
his mother as she traveled from town to town with her hus-
band, who was then playing in "Monte Gris to". She found
that after having given up friends and family to marry an
actor that she had developed quite a love for the stage,
although she herself never became an actress.
Eugene spent the next six years attending non-sectarian
boarding schools as well as Catholic schools. In 1902 he
entered Betts Academy at Stamford and was graduated in 1906.
The following September he entered the freshman class at
Princeton University and remained until June. He was sus-
pended from Princeton for ungentlemanly conduct with a
chance of returning after a year had elapsed. College,
however, held no great attraction for him and we find he
made no effort to return,
Kathleen Jenkins became the bride of Eugene O'Neill
in 1909. In the following year a son was born to them, A
divorce was granted the couple three years after their
marriage. The son Eugene Junior is said to have attended
Yale and to have tried at tim.es to write verse.
Shortly after his marriage in 1909 he started for
Honduras on a gold prospecting tour. Naturally he must
have been impressed by strange fashions and experiences of
the people with whom he came in contact during his many
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years of travel. Retiirning home in 1910 Eugene found his
father playing in "The White Sister" with Viola Allen. Al-
though not particularly interested in the work, he traveled
with the company for a period of about three months in the
capacity of assistant manager. At the close of the season
we find that the sea called urgently and he started on his
first voyage to Buenos Aires.
He held several positions during this time, working for
the V/es tinghouse Company, for Swift's at La Plata and ended
in Buenos Aires with the Singer Company. In all these
positions he appeared to be independent and disgusted,
Barrett Clark describes his attitude in these words:
"He preferred hanging about the waterfront, making
friends with sailors, v/ith stevedores, the down-and-outs. And
he liked to drink. His bumming instincts, however pronounced,
were not altogether vicious; he was not a hopeless failure.
He had simply not found himself. Probably he was not yet even
looking for himself. On the other hand, he was no literary
chap in search of copy. He bunked with the outcasts because
he was himself something of an outcast; he worked when he had
to - when he could find work - in order to pay for board,
room and liquor, and on occasion for such crude forms of
entertainment as he could find near the wharves or in the
1
vicinity of Buenos Aires",
1, Barrett 11. Clark, "Eugene O'Neill", Page 19
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1Once in awhile he attended the, cafe called the Sailor *s
Opera. At thi's cafe sailors seemed to flock, yarns of the
sea were exchanged and fights ensued. Everyone contributed
something to the entertainment of the evening, A great
many of these vivid experiences made lasting Impressions on
O'Neill’s mind and he puts them to use in his various plays
of the sea.
It was not long before he left Buenos Aires, sailing
to South Africa on a cattle boat in the capacity of a cattle
hand. He had to return to Buenos Aires immediately for he
was not allowed to set foot on land as he was financially
destitute. In 1911 he signed up as a seaman on a tramp
steamer sailing for New York. Arriving in New York he lived
at a water front dive - a saloon walking away with filth of
one sort or another. It was this saloon run by "Jimmy the
Priest" that one gets a glimpse of in the play "Anna
Christie", While at the water front he spent his time in
practically the same manner as he had done in Buenos Aires,
finding a job now and then; finally leaving for Southam.pton
on the "New York" in the capacity of able seaman, returning
on the "Philadelphia",
Some time after his return, having won at gam.bling,
he gave a rather wild party. When recovering from the
effects a few days afterwards, he found himself on a train
bo\md for New Orleans - his full passage paid. His father
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playing in ‘*Monte Cristo” at New Orleans refused to furnish
the return fare, offering instead a place in the ranks of
the troupers. Not knowing where he could raise money enough
to get back to New York it became necessary for him to join
the group of actors. He learned his role of jailer en
route and appeared with the group for the first time when
they played in Ogden, Utah. After touring the Far West
under the auspices of the Orpheum Circuit for a period of
m.any weeks the O'Neill family returned to New London,
Newspaper work held an interest for O'Neill and it was
not long before he was working for the "Telegraph", a dally
newspaper. In addition to the regular reporter's work he
contributed bi-weekly bits of verse. He became much inter-
ested in his work and felt that it amounted to something
when Judge Frederick P. Latimer, his employer, befriended
him, Latimer felt that Eugene's literary style had all the
earmarks of the work of a genius and predicted to the elder
O'Neill that as a novelist Eugene would win great dis-
tinction.
While working for the "Telegraph" in New London his
health broke down so that he had to stop working and get
out into the open. Much of his time was spent on the water,
a pastim.e he dearly loved. At this particular time dis-
agreement regarding his peculiar ways of looking at life
was causing a rift between him and a girl with whom he was
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deeply in love. As a result of all this, his spirit was
broken, his mind becoming unsettled and his health broken.
Judge Latimer says of him - ’Emphatically he was
different', I thought it astonishing how keen was his wit,
what a com.plete iconoclast he was, how richly he sympathized
with the victims of man-made distress, how his imagination
was running high as the festering skies above Ye Ancient
Liariner; his descriptions strong and his spirit hot to pro-
duce something worth v;hile for the sake of its own value
and in utter scorn of its commercial value or conventional
fame •
"I wouldn't", he concluded, "call Eugene a misanthrope
by any means, even if he certainly is no Will Rogers, If
he could only be in one of two places in a town - the
1
church or the jail - I know where I would find him!"
O'Neill's life has been a hodge-podge made up of varied
experiences of which schooling, traveling, working and
dissipation all play a part. By December, 1912, the final
break in his health came and after careful diagnosis treat-
ments for tuberculosis were begun at the Gaylord Farm at
V/allingf ord, Connecticut, The first few pages of "The
Straw" describe clearly his reaction to having to undergo
treatment at the sanatorium. He began to feel the great
interest he had in writing while at Gaylord and felt that
1, Barrett H, Clark, "Eugene O'Neill", Page 26
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he should put into writing his reactions to life as he knew
it. His great plays are the result of the accomplishments
of his desire.
O’Neill himself expresses clearly in the following
extract that he felt a turning point in his life had come
while at Gaylord.
” It was at Gaylord that my mind got the chance
to establish itself, to digest and evaluate the impressions
of many past years in which one experience had crov/ded on
another with never a second’s reflection. At Gaylord I
really thought about my life for the first time, about past
and future. Undoubtedly the inactivity forced upon me by
the life at a san forced me to mental activity, especially
as I had always been high-strung and nervous temperamentally
In June, 1913, he returned home to New London staying
with his folks until his father left to fill his engagements
when he took up quarters on Long Island Sound with a typic-
ally English family by the name of Rippins , He felt
deeply the necessity of carrying out to the letter the
doctor’s orders, so he made a desperate effort to build up
his health as he read, v/rote, and rested on Long Island,
He soon felt the effects of his new grip on life and we
find that in a little more than a year and a half he
finished writing some verse, two rather long plays, as well
1. Barrett H, Clark, "Eugene O’Neill”
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as eleven one-act plays
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Who was it who said things are darkest before the dawn?
Eugene O’Neill, a nervous, dissipated, rather worthless sort
of fellow who sought strange companions and strange ad-
ventures, entered the Gaylord sanatorium with a serious
disease, tuberculosis hanging over him. Eugene O’Neill a
man of regular habits and with great interest in sound
health, and a mind set on play writing, left this place of
physical inactivity about a year later.
As one who has lived through m*any and varied experi-
ences
,
O’Neill has a wealth of material for dramas. (Oddly
enough, he has a decided penchant for poetry, though authori-
ties do not care for it.) The starkness of his plays reveal
him as a man at grips with life rather than an individual,
who seeks the word to convey just the right shade of meaning.
His individual style of writing cannot be attributed
to lack of information concerning dramatic forms since he
had had experience with the theater as the son of a manager
and as a playgoer, as well as an omnivorous reader of drama
both classic and modern. Rather was it the result of his
passion for revolt, of his desire to do things in his way
as opposed to conventional form.
He sought always that which lies beyond the horizon -
the new, the unknown. Who of those who have read his plays
would deny that he has helped us to do likewise?
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Clayton Hamilton persuaded him that it might prove of
some value to O'Neill should he attend Dr. Baker's class in
playwriting at Harvard, He entered Harvard in 1914 with
I
the hope of strengthening what little knowledge he had of
the technicalities of writing. He wrote while there and
finished a four act play "The Personal Equation" and "The
j
Dear Doctor" a play in one act. Fellow students found
i
O'Neill rather glad of an opportiinity to shock others with
I
the language well remem.bered from his experiences on the
I
water front,
!
As far as Dr. Baker's classes were concerned Eugene
felt that his gain was little, ‘The plays he wrote for him
were supposedly failures. However the encouragement he
I
received from the great Dr. Baker made him feel that perhaps
some day he would accomplish his purpose and he able to
I
I
produce something worthwhile.
i
O'Neill, extremely interested, worked hard and was
able at the end of the year to write well a one act play,
but the work on the longer plays needed a great deal more
study. It was hoped that it would be possible for him to
attend Dr, Baker's classes the following year but that was
found to be impossible.
When O'Neill spent most of the winter of 1915 and 1916
near Greenwich Village he again became acquainted with the
unusual living in that section of New York, He found real

companions in groups of Anarchists and Radicals of the Labor
movement. V/hen he left there to stay at Irovinee town he
became well acquainted with the people who founded and were
working under the sponsorship of the Irovincetown players,
j
George Cram Cook was the leader of the group giving plays
at the Wharf Theater, He felt that plays of their own
development given in the play spirit would be the most
'
practical thing for the group to produce. It was discovered
that O’Neill had many plays, which in time were read and pro-
duced by the group, who felt that now they had found a means
of self-expression. Cook lead the group in their efforts to
develop a new power in the theater.
The zest with which this group received O’Neill’s
plays spurred him on; his urge to write became greater as
he caught the spirit of the new power in the theater,
"Thirst and Other One-Act Flays" by Eugene O’Neill had
been among the plays brought to Province town. These were
already published with James O’Neill paying the cost. There
seemed to be no market for these nevj dramas . His father
again became v/orried over the plight of his son, sent him
back to Harvard hoping he would gain something - so that he
might amount to something in years to come. This he lived
to see for he witnessed the performance of "Beyond the
Horizon" and no father could have waxed more proud than he
at the tremendous reception the play received.
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The first of O'Neill's plays to be produced by the
,
Provincetown Players was "Bound East for Cardiff" in which
O'Neill himself played the part, not too impressively, of
the second mate. These players returning to New York opened
the new theater on Macdougal Street called the Playwright's
Theater, It was here that almost all of his short plays
|
were given. O'Neill naturally was seeking an opportunity !
I
to play on Broadviay, so he carefully watched the criticisms
and felt greatly cheered when he received recognition
through the pages of "The Smart Set" . It was in this
magazine that three of his plays - "The Moon of the
Caribbees", "lie", and "The Long Voyage Home", were published.
This recognition brought him and his works before the public
eye
.
George Jean Nathan, dramatic critic, was responsible
!
1
j|
for "The Fountain" and "Anna Christie". O'Neill himself
j
!| had tried to find a market for his manuscript before he went
to Harvard. When he enquired of publishers as to their
possible merits he was Informed that they had never been
I
I
read on the general principal that plays written by sons of
I
actors just couldn't be good. Always he could turn to the
I
Province town Players for a boost when he felt he had some-
thing good in works returned by various managers.
t
Since the production of "Beyond the Horizon" the
Pulitzer Prize has been awarded O'Neill three times. Also
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I he has received from the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences a medal in honor of his artistic works. Thus O’Neillj
I
j
has held his place as the leading American Dramatist. Al-
||
though his plays are well known all over the world he himself
I
seldom goes to the theater, neither does he plan to attend
|
I
any rehearsals of his plays for it unnerves him, although he
j
has seen several of them through the rehearsal stage.
j
!
Instead he spends his time reading plays,
j
Once more, in 1918, he married, this time a woman by
|
the name of Agnes Boulton. A boy and girl are the result
!
of this second matrimonial venture. After traveling con-
|
siderably he was divorced and married Carlotta Monterey. In
|
1932, they took up their residence on an island off the
coast of Georgia, Here he seemed to have a well planned
day, spending part of his time writing and devoting the rest
of the time to exercise of one kind or another.
Before attending Harvard, O'Neill had to his credit
thirteen plays but there are only six that have lived. "The
Web" perhaps being the most important was later published
in the volume called "Thirst". The first five plays con-
tained in this one volume show here and there a bit of hidden
talent embraced by a definite knowledge of the technical
aspects of play-making. He seems to be at a loss when he is
required to write dialogues and characterizations. His
I
plots generally have his characters running to violence,
j
i
I
I
I
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O'Neill is a very shy, sensitive man shrinking from
publicity and the company of others; he spends hours at a
time sitting with friends preferring to say nothing; he
detests interviews. If one is fortimate enough to gain an
audience he learns very little, for O'Neill chooses not to
talk.
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Bound East for Cardiff
“Bound East for Cardiff" written in the spring of the
year 1914 embodies a spiritual problem as well as the state-
ment of the problem of possession which one finds in all
his important later works
,
The scene of the play is laid in the forecastle of the
steamer Glencairn. Its position is about half way between
New York and Cardiff. The fog is dense. Yank misses his
footing when reaching for a ladder and falls to the deck,
causing an injury which is fatal. Ke Imows he is dying and
becomes afraid - afraid of being alone with only the fog
horn above and snoring men about to break the silence. He
wants Driscoll, the only one he loves, with him.
"I was just thinkin'," says the dying Yank, "it ain't
as bad as people think dyin' I ain't never had religion,
but I knov/ v;hat ever it is what comes after it can't be no
worser'n this. I don't like to leave you, Drisc, but - that's
1
.
all" —
On the other hand a very few minutes later when he
remembers the time he, in self defense, killed a nian, he
cries. "D'yuh think He'll hold it up against me?" Vvhen
Driscoll asks, "Who's that?" He replies, "God. They say
He sees everything. He must know it was done in a fair
1. Eugene O'Neill's play, "Boimd East for Cardiff"
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fight, in self defense, don't yuh think?" He rests rrruch
easier when Driscoll agrees with him, Yank possessed by one
sea, not knowing that he harbors the same longing as Driscoll,
would give all his possessions to be on land and expresses
himself as follows: "It must be great to stay on dry land
all your life and have a farm with a house of youw ovm with
cov/s and pigs and chickens, 'way in the middle of the land
where yuh’d never smell the sea or see a ship. It must be
great to have a wife, and kids to play with at night after
supper when your work was done. It must be great to have a
home of your own, Drisc I never told yuh this 'cause I
1
.
thought you'd laugh at me".
Again the call of the sea becomes pov/erful and he lives
over his life visiting various ports and he becomes tired
and cries, "it's hard to ship on this voyage I'm goin' on -
2
.
alone 1" and as he suffers greater pain he sees "a pretty
lady dressed in black" and when Yank grasps his hand in
fear, Driscoll sinks to his knees in prayer, and Yank joins
the ranks of the immortals
.
After carefully reading "Bound East for Cardiff" one
has a clearer understanding of the symbols O'Neill uses in
1. Eugene O'Neill's play, "^ound East for Cardiff"
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his plays. Definitely as we see Yank’s life ebb away we
gather that there is a definite promise of resurrection.
’’The fog’s lifted 1” O’Neill uses the symbolism of death 1
as a promise of a richer life.
Repeatedly we find the characters of O’Neill’s plays j
possessed sometimes by the sea and then at other times by
the land. The possession, though, is always something
definitely surrendered to at first and always fought against
as time goes on.
Judged by the excellence of some of his later plays,
|
1
i
’’Bound East for Cardiff” is not a good play. The language !
is plain and brutal; the play is badly written. There is
a definite note of defeat in O’Neill’s early plays, but in
j
j
this work we see for the first time an intimation of ul- i
I
ii
timate triumph. This play contains the seed of future con-
||
i
flicts. O'Neill himself has said this play contained the
germ of the spirit and of the life attitude to be fo\ind in
all his more important later work,
"Bound East for Cardiff" is unhampered by any rules of
II
It
the theater. We find only O’Neill’s own inherited dramatic
sense. The play is important because for the first time
we feel that the author is a poT/erful writer who shows
definite promise of becoming great,
j
I
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Beyond the Horizon
In the winter of 1918 O'Neill finished his first full
length play, "Beyond the Horizon", The story told in this
play is a simple one objectively, Robert and Andrew were
sons of James iviayo who owned a farm not far from the sea.
It is Ruth, the daughter of Mrs , Atkins owner of the next
farm whom James wishes Andrew to marry, so that both farms
could be consolidated making one of the largest farms in
the community, Ruth, however, unstable emotionally and
extremely possessive feels she loves Robert, not Andrew,
The feeling is mutual, but shy and retiring Robert believes
she loves his brother.
In the first scene in which v/e find the nature of the
brothers clashing, it might be likened unto introvert and
extrovert natures, Andrew, a born farmer, becomes a part
of his surroundings by physical expression of his feelings,
Robert, the man of dreams v^ho always seems to be searching
but never seems to find what he wants, says - "I'm not keen
on being a student, just because you see me reading books
all the time, V/hat I want to do now is to keep on moving
so that I won't take root in any one place-- it's just Beauty
that's calling me, the beauty of the far off and unknown
the joy of wandering on and on in quest of the secret
nosl'Tofl eriJ bnovod.
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1
.
which is hidden over there, beyond the horizon,”
basis of the struggle seems to be more concerned with "sub-
jective values” and "emotional downrightness,"
As the play goes on we begin to understand Robert and
know that his imsettled state of affairs is due to the fact
that he has been too shy to express his love to Ruth, Then
begins a secondary theme of escape to be found in play after
play written by O'Neill. Robert finds out Ruth cares for
him and his plans are changed. It is decided he will not
accompany his uncle on a three year voyage, Robert, however,
does not make the decision. Ruth, who becomes greatly
attached to Robert through her envy of his dreams which have
such a powerful hold over him, brings about the change in
the original plans
.
She begins immediately to put into
action her possessive nature. She pleads, "We'll be so happy
here together where it's natural and we know things, f lease
2
.
tell me you won't go I"
Thus she makes up his mind and he feeling he must
justify the change in plans, does so as he says, "l think
love m.ust have been the secret - the secret that called me
from over the world's rim - the secret beyond every horizon*
3,
and v/hen I did not come, it came to me,"
1, Eugene 0*Neill*s play, "Beyond the Horizon".
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Ruth true to her character has in mind herself only - in not
i
! wanting to be late for supper, when Robert prefers to stay
i and watch the rising of the evening star I
^ Ruth is uncomfortable when Robert shows any signs of
j
possessing something independent which might make him hold
himself a bit apart from. her. She is not happy to let him
be himself. Her love is so extremely possessive she wants
to have such a hold over him that he would become the image
of herself, killing of course the very thing she loves. It
l| is this possessive feminine nature that introduces the
II
tragedy in many of O'Neill’s plays.
I
!
The story moves quickly from this point on, and we find
*i
Andrew is now the one to seek new interests with his uncle,
' when he learns Ruth loves Robert instead of him. His heart-
broken father dies and the farm left in Robert's care slowly
goes to ruin. Ruth blames Robert for these reverses and
she actually brings herself to hate Robert. Andrew has be-
come the wanderer of the famdly - he has successfully sub-
dued his love of Ruth and wants "to get in on something big"
so he tells the story to Robert and Ruth.
Andrew gains success in his journeys while Robert be-
comes a victim of tuberculosis. Ruth, finally, has to tell
Andrew of Robert's condition. He returns bringing with
him a specialist, but finds that he is too late for Robert
is dying.
I
II
The brothers have a final clash, the dying Robert asks
i
;
question after question and finds that Andrew instead of
j
1
I
tilling the soil has been most happy speculating in grain.
I
! Robert gradually begins to see the spiritual change that
!
..
I
has helped to bring about the unhappy conditions. You - a ji
I
jj
j
farmer," he sadly says, "to gamble in a wheat pit with scraps
i
I of paper. There is spiritual significance in that picture, i!
1
Andy You* re the deepest dyed failure of the three, Andy.i!
You've spent eight years running away from yourself. Do you
see what I mean? You used to be a creator when you loved
the farm. You and life v/ere in harmonious partnership
I
your gambling with the thing you used to love to create
|
proves how far astray So you'll be punished. You’ll :i
1
.
have to suffer to win back-"
It is in these words of Robert's that we see O'Neill as
a social writer; he seems to be picturing the changes taking
place in American life - the change from the frontier spirit
which was dominated by creative nature, to the civilization
now much more cultured but extremely self-seeking. Vife find
I
tragedy in the fact that Andrev/ by being false has ruined
his true self while Robert yielding to the possessiveness
of Ruth also meets his downfall. Robert sees all too late
that sacrifice and only sacrifice could have saved them all.
i
To go on with the plot - Robert makes his way to a hill '•
±
I
ji
1. Eugene O^Neill's play, "Beyond the Horizon"

top to die and discovers conditions might have been changed
had he realized it before. As he dies he leaves Ruth in An-
drew's care saying, "Ruth has suffered - remember, Andy only
1
.
through sacrifice - the secret beyond there ",
Readers v/ill understand that the secret beyond the
horizon was an indefinite attraction to the unknown. Later
it turned to love - that to which Robert succumbed and at the
end the great secret is sacrifice. In Robert's death there
is spiritual awakening, and it is this enlightening that is
found in the male characters of O'Neill's greatest plays,
"Beyond the Horizon" is important historically because
it is O'Neill's first full length play; but it is important
also because it contains a more abundant statement of most of
the inner conflicts which appear in his later works than is
found in the short plays, Skinner says, "it is the first
fully rounded if somewhat vague statement of the poet's pro-
blem, like the first full notes of a recurrent theme in a
great symphony, or, rather, like the first notes of several
recurrent themes which later repeat themselves in clearer and
clearer form and cross each other, sometim.es discordantly,
2
.
sometimes in harmonious cadence".
O'Neill says he got his idea for "Beyond the Horizon"
1. Eugene O'Neill's play, "Beyond the Horizon"
2, Richard Dana Skinner, Eugene O'Neill, "A Poet's Quest"
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from a real life experience. On a British tramp steamer he
met a Norv?egian v/ith whom* he became quite friendly. The man
used to say the great sorrow and mistake of his life was that
as a boy he had left the small farm of his father to run
away to sea. The lad never returned home. Yet he used to
curse the sea and the life it had led him,
"Beyond the Horizon" won the Pulitzer Prize, but some
critics feel the play has been overpraised, Barrett Clark
says it is too often unnecessarily violent and direct in
action and speech. The hand of the dramatist is too much in
evidence; he pauses too often to direct our attention to
what he is doing, a fault that in som*e of his later plays
he carries to extremes , He had not quite the courage or
the skill to let his characters develop themselves.
As for me. I'll join the ranks of those who have over-
praised it. It was the first serious play written by an
American, In 1920 the American theater was in sad need of
new talent. We were far behind Europe in the field of the
drama. People felt that O'Neill was a dramatic Messiah for
whom they had been long waiting, I suppose the play has
short com*ings but with all the shortcomings it v/as the play
which put America on the theatrical map of the world!
Very few critics gave O'Neill credit for his technical
skill. They did not seem to realize the deliberate departure
in form in search of a greater flexibility. They accused
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him of bungling through ignorance. In a letter to Barrett
Clark he says, ”lt rather irks iny professional pride, you
see, to be accused of ignorance of conventional, everyday
technique. I, a Baker 47 alximnus I Professor Baker himself,
whose opinion in matters of technique I value as much as any
man's has both read and seen "Beyond” and is delighted with
and proud of it. He never mentioned my "clumsiness". Per-
haps he saw it but appreciated the fact that it was inten-
tional" ,
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Anna Christie
O'Neill completed "Anna Christie", in the summer of
1920, In its material and background it belongs among the
sea plays. In all else, it represents the interweaving in
one play of the tvjo themes of possession and release. Anna
Christie is the first feminine character to play through a
v/hole O'Neill play. Her father, possessed by the sea, is
now captain of a coal barge, V/hen his wife died he sent
Anna from Sweden to Minnesota to live with relatives. As
she grew up with boy cousins on an isolated farm, she became
abused and fled, working as a nurse girl. Once again she
met with more abuse, finally becoming an inmate in a house
for prostitutes. She finally gets in touch with her father,
and meets him in a saloon on the water front.
Chris, tries to tell Anna why he was never seen. He
wanted to go home, but the power of the sea v;as great, and
he just never got there. Then it was too late for Anna's
mother was gone.
Anna reads the truth in his story and exclaims, "Then
you think the sea's to blame for everything? Well you're
1 .
still working on it, ain't you?"
Chris, trying to make her believe the barge job isn't
1, Eugene O'Neill's play, "Anna Chris ti e
"

a sea job, replies, "No. Ay don't got yob on sea, Anna, if
Ay die first. Ay swear dat ven your mo'der die. Ay keep
1
.
my word, py yingo!"
Anna feels her father has a deep affection for her and
she knows he wishes her to be with him. Gradually when he
sees she might stay, he unconsciously pictures the sea as
he knows it. "You don't know how nice it's on barge, Anna.
Tug come and ve gat towed out on voyage - yust water all
round, and sun, and fresh air, and good grub for make you
strong healthy gel. You see many tangs you don't see before
You gat a moonlight at night, maybe j see steamer pass; see
2
.
schooner make sail - see every tang dat's pooty." How could
Anna do anything but develop a desire for the sea?
Several days later when the fog sets in, we get a true
picture of her enchantment. "l love this fogl Honest I It'
so - funny and still. I feel as if I was - out of things
altogether". Chris feeling once again his hatred for the
sea replies - "Fog's vorst one of her dirty tricks, py
yingo I" --This brings a laugh from Anna, and the statement,
"Beefing about the sea again? I'm getting so's I love it,
the little I've seen -- I don't wonder you always been a
5.
sailor .
"
There are five conflicting forces in the story of Anna
1. Eugene
2. "
3.
O'Neill's play,
H II
"Anna Christie"
II II
II It II II II
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Christie - the force of the ruinous work by the land to
those v/ho really belong to the sea, the force of the sea as
a purifying spirit to those who bravely accept it, the force
I of the female trait of possession to those who fear it but
I
jl love it, the force of attraction between a man and woman,
!'
!
||
vjho have had an unfortunate past but are destined for each
j
ji I
l|
other, and lastly the force of a father who is extremely
j
envious of the claim the sea makes upon his daughter.
I ”Anna Christie" was one of the first plays to bring
I
!
0‘Neill widespread recognition. This most widely popular
I
of all his early plays seems to have given the dramatist a
I
!| great deal of trouble. Prom the beginning he did not decide
!i
I whose play it was to be, Anna's or Chris'. From this con-
I
!
i fusion came a rebelliousness of plot. The diverse elements
I ;
I
are not completely fused, and while the result is effective,
I
I
it is not wholly convincing as an interpretation of character.
|i The play won popular success because of its intrinsic effect-
I iveness in separate scenes, and as a whole because of its
"safe" philosophy.
I
Just how to end it was one of his biggest problems.
In a letter to George Jean Nathan, O'Neill says, "My ending
seems to have a false definiteness about it that is mis-
leading - a happy-ever-after which I did not intend. In
j
short, that all of them, at the end have a vague forboding
j
that, although they have had this moment, the decision still
I
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rests with the sea as to which has achieved the conquest of
Anna, The Curtain falls. Behind it their lives go on,”
Chris sums up the whole confused, irrational, tragic
behavior of all the characters Involved when he says: ”Fog,
fog, fog, all the bloody time. You can’t see where you was
1 .
going, no,"
1. Eugene O'Neill’s play, "Anna Chris tie”
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The Emperor Jones
"The Emperor Jones** effectively produced in 1920 was
strikingly acted by Charles Gilpin, a negro actor, making the
play one of genuine popular success. Most of this play is
made up of dramatic dialogue but it is definitely considered
one of the best of 0*Neill's plays for it is a sort of
revelation in reverse order, of the tragic story, as we knov/
it, of the American Negro, "The Emperor Jones is a magnifi-
cent presentment of panic fear in the breast of the half-
civilized negro. It is not built upon harmonies but on a
single theme, directly stated and reiterated a little monoto-
nously. The play reveals itself at once, not indirectly,
1
.
insinuatingly, suggestively."
The story of Emperor Jones is that of a Pullman porter
who was arrested for having killed another negro during a
crap game, then, after killing a white man who was acting
as a foreman of a chain gang, he broke away to an island of
the East Indies. Here he put to use the white man's tactics
and soon became "Emperor" of the natives. Since he made
himself Emperor one might think he sought power and glory
for himself. We see in the follov/ing statement to Smithers
that this was not so: "You didn't s 'pose I was holdin' down
1, Barrett E, Clark, "Eugene O'Neill", The Man and his Plays,
Page 105,
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dis Emperor job for the glory in it, did you? Sho! De fues
and glory part of it dat's only to turn de heads, o' de low-
flung, bush niggers dat's here. Dey wants de big circus
1
.
show for deir money. I gives it to 'em an I gets de money."
Emperor Jones then laughs at his own contempt for the
laws he himself drew up, and we see his whole problem
immediately when he asks, "Ain't I de Emperor? De laws don't
go for him. You heah what I tells you, Smithers. Dere's
little stealin' like I does, and dere's big stealin' like I
does, F’or de little stealin' dey gets you in jail soon or
late. For de big stealin' dey makes you Emperor and puts
you in de Hall O' Fame when you croaks. If dey's one thing
I learns in ten years on de Pullman ca's listenin' to de
white quality talk, its dat same fact and when I gets a
2
.
chance to use it I winds up Emperor in two years."
The play opens when the natives have become rebellious
and are planning to overthrow the powerful Emperor. Jones
himself has had a bit of good fortune for he escapes a
bullet meant for him. He uses his escape as a basis for
making the natives believe his life to be charmed, and that
nothing but a silver bullet could kill him.
He goes out to the forest and hunts in vain for the
food he had hidden. As the sound of the tom-toms becomes
1, Eugene 0^Neill's play, "The Emperor Jones"
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louder and faster, he realizes he must go into the forest
alone, and he begins to be afraid. As he hurries along he
relives the horrors of his two killings, and slave auction.
He becomes mad with fever, and with the tom-toms becoming
more rapid, he seeks relief through prayer, 'fhe natives
close in around him to kill him with their own silver bullets
made from, silver coins.
In the killing of the Emperor with a silver bullet,
there is a feeling of pride still unconquered, as Smithers
r\
says as he leans once over the dead negro, "Silver bullets 1 -
1 ,
yer died in the 'eigth o' style, any'ow!"
Emperor Jones, although a purely fantastic drama, will
not allov/ one to forget the social implication. The shadows
that came back to haunt him were slavery, penitentiaries,
crime and the illogical make-up of our present day Industrial
world, which irritates and spurs the poor and stricken on
to commit crime, and then when it is committed, turns around
and punishes the criminal it made, without a thought for
the causes that might have been responsible for the pro-
m.oting of the crime. All this is carefully written into
the character of Jones, the Emperor.
"The rich experimental nature of O'Neill's work, which
has given new life and fresh impetus to an American drama
that was hopelessly enthralled by a fixed tradition, may be
1. Eugene O'Neill's play, "The Emperor Jones"
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traced in its major part, to his hold and imaginative use
of symbolism. His first great success was "The Emperor
Jones", and it was his use of symbolism in setting, in action
and in plot construction that stirred his audience to wonder
and admiration. O'Neill had realized that modern drama
need not necessarily be bound by the realistic set. Like
the Elizabethans he rose above the limitation of his stage.
He made his stage a servant to his art, refusing to accept
the limitation imposed by tradition. Of him* it was often
said, and still is, as it was said of the Elizabethans, that
it is ridiculous to believe that the stage can one minute
be a battle field and the next a room in the king's palace.
It is true that it cannot for mariy critics v/ho are quite
often bound so firmly by the tradition of what has been
that anything new or experim*ental often disturbs them much
more than it does the audience. This has been particularly
1
.
true of the history of O'Neill criticism."
kany critics feel that it is the novel technique em-
ployed in "Emperor Jones" which made the play a success.
No doubt the beat of the tom*-toms starting very slowly and
rising to a feverish intensity, blended with the images in
the jungle created an atm*osphere never before felt in the
theater. But there is a spiritual struggle in the play
which is very intense; there is a fine character portrayed.
1. S.K.Winther, "Eugene O'Neill; A Critical Study", Page 258

there is a struggle of pride, there are social implications
in the play; all of which go to show us that it was no
mere accident that "The Emperor Jones" became an important
play. There is something m.ore to the play than a mere
"study in expressionism."
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Diff 'rent
“Diff'rent" was never very much liked and never became
a great success on the stage. It is in this play that
O'Neill shows that he knew his characters and he made them
act and speak as they would in real life. The fem*inine
element enters once again and we find limma, a victim of sex
suppression, so inhuman in her ideals that she brings ruin
to the m*an she loves and to herself.
liVe see in Emma once again the possessive instinct in
the feminine character. 3he must have what her friends have
not; her ideals are high. She is ready to forgive but way
deep in her heart she still clings to her ideal. She is
sure she cannot have faith in the future since this ideal
of hers has been broken. "l ain't got any hard feelings
against you, Caleb - not now. It ain't plain jealousy -
what I feel. It ain't even that I think you've done nothing
terrible wrong, I think I can understand - how it happened -
and make allowances. I know that most any man would do the
same, and I guess all of 'em I ever m.et has done it 1
guess I've always had the idea that you was -diff 'rent
and you was diff 'rent, tool And that v;as why I loved
you. And now you've proved you ain't. And so how can I
love you any more? I don't, Caleb, and that's all there is
£
to it. You've busted something way down inside me and
1
.
I can't love you no more,"
The possessive instinct rules and she wents Caleb to
rem.ain her friend. Before he leaves he promises he will
not marry, but will wait for her "thirty years if it's
needful." Emma gains her point, she possesses the soul of
Caleb
,
The time of the second and last act is thirty years
later. Caleb has called on Emm.a every time he has been in
port. Emma has been drawn gradually into a snare set by
Caleb's nephew, Benny, who has been "stringing" her along
in order to get money from her. She believes that Benny
is going to marry her. Emma becomes a very tragic figure
when she brings up the sex discussion. All her lifetime
repressions are in one mom^ent brought to the surface as
she goes about discussing her "forbidden" topic with Benny
In spite of all the advice Emma receives she still
sticks to her own idea. "Just because I'm a mite older 'n
him", she tells Caleb, "Can't them things happen jist as
well as any other - what d'you suppose - can't I care
for him same as any woman cares for a man? But I dol I
2
.
care more 'n I ever did for youl"
1. Eugene O'l^eill's play, "Diff ’rent"
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It is Benny Y/ho ends it all by saying this, "Say,
honest. Aunt Eininer, you didn't believe - you didn't think
I was really stuck on you did you? Av?, say, how could I?
Have a heart! V^'hy you are as old as Ma is, ain't you. Aunt
Emmer? (He adds ruthlessly.) And I'll say you look it,
1.
too!"
Caleb, when he hears from Benny that Eimna is to marry
him, is naturally heartbroken. He kills himself and a few
minutes later Emma follov/s him v;ith, "V/ait, Caleb, I'm going
down to the barn" to kill herself,
"It would be difficult to find a redeeming feature in
this play of negation and madness. So far as it reflects
the poet's intuition of a soul in distress, it is a
moment of utter despair, the m*ale instinct throttled, the
feminine denying its own instincts, a complete deadlock of
2.
em.otion, of aspirations and ideals, ending in utter defeat,"
The play is stiff and awkward technically; there is no
subtlety. The unforgiving rigidity of i^mma is contrasted
with a too ready forgiveness of faults by others. We don't
find any of the deep compassion so often found in O'Neill's
v/ork by which he can "love the sinner and hate the sin."
Even admirers of O'Neill do not care very m.uch for "Diff'-
rent;" it is one of the most distressing and complex of his
works
.
1. Eugene O'Neill's play, "Diff'rent*’
2, Otis Skinner, Eugene O'Neill: "A loet's Quest" Page 94
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The Hairy Ape
Yank is the chief character of O'Neill’s play "The
Hairy Ape", This play was written during a three weeks'
period in the late fall of 1921. Yank, working in the stoke
hole feels he does "belong". Gradually he begins to realize
that the world about him has been changed by machinery, a
revolution which has not taken him with it. The thing that
makes his life worth living is the fact that he feels he is
playing a necessary, vital part in the social world. Had
he been quick enough he could have figured it all out for
himself, and would have known that the progress of invention
benefits only those who selfishly utilize the workers, and
not for the good of the whole of society,
Yank isn't satisfied for he wants to know and feel
that he does belong. In attempting to gain an answer to his
problem he receives blows and insults - no insult greater
than that found in the senator who felt the workers were
responsible for all the sins which originated in the social
class of which he himself was a member. The tragedy of
this play lies in the fact that the real danger to the pre-
sent day social order is the timidity and stupidity of
those who rule.
Yank isn't an attractive character who is destined
IV
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to excite a great deal of sympathy for himself - but rather
a symbol of the vvave of objection that rises against the
m^akeup of this modern civilization, a civilization which
utilizes selfishly man's spirit as well as his body.
Yank, himself, is an objection directed against the
fixed success of the presentday machine age. We see this
very clearly as he wanders around looking for an answer to
his problem.. V»'hile in prison Yank hears of the I. V/. W. 's
and seeks his answer there, only to be throvm out because
he is an individualist and not a party m.an.
After being thrown out of the I.W.W.'s, v/e hear from
Yank a summary of the situation. Wages, shorter hours and
the rest is .no solution to the problem. He ends by saying
the greatest crime of all is that of being born.
Yank (bitterly) ‘*3o dem boids don't tink I belong,
neider. Aw, to hell wit 'eml Dey're in de wron pew - de
same old bull - soapboxes and Salvation Army - no guts 1
Gut out an hour offen de job a day and make me happy!
Three square a day, and cauliflowers in de fron yard --
ekal rights - a woman and kids - a lousy vote - and I'm
all fixed for Jesus, huh? Aw, hell! What does dat get
yuh? Dis ting's in your inside but it ain't in your belly.
Feedin' your face - sinkers and coffee--dat don't touch
it. It's way dovm - at de bottom. Yuh can't grab it, and
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yuh can't stop it. It moves, and everything moves. It
stops and the v^rhole v/orld stops, Dat's me now - I don't
tick, see? - I 'm a busted Ingersoll, dat's what. Steel
was me, and I owned de woild. Not^ I ain't steel, and de
woild o?ms me, Avj
,
Hell! I can't see - it's all dark,
get me? It's all wrong! Say, youse up dere
,
kan in de
Moon, yuh look so wise, giirane de answer, huh? Slip m.e
de inside dope, de information right from de stable -
where do I get off at, huh?"
A ioliceman (who has come up the street in time to
hear this last - with grim humor) "You'll get off at the
station, you boob, if you don't get up out of that and
keep movin''
.
Yank - (looking up at him - with a hard, bitter laugh)
"Sure! Lock me up! Put me in a cage! Dat's de on'y answer
yuh know. G'wan, lock me up!"
Policeman - "What you been doin'?"
Yank - "Enough to gimme life for! I was born, see?
Sure dat's de charge. Write it in de blotter, I was born,
get me!"
Policeman - "God pity your old woman! But I've no
time for kidding. You're soused. I'd run you in but it's
too long a walk to the station. Come on now, get up, or
I'll fan your ears 7/ith this club. Beat it now!"
Yank - "Sajr, where do I go from, here?"
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Policeman, **Go to hell.”
Yank shows strongly that the machine age has done to
man something that shorter hours, a fam.ily, wages, home,
food and a "lousy vote" can't fix. When the machine began
to pile up wealth, civilization began to lose the joy of
living.
In this play Yank is struggling against the chains
which bind him to a perverted social system. He rebels
fiercely against the injustice of the system, and it is by
this system that he is destroyed. The play is horrible
and brutal, full of despair, but even in its worst moments
there is always a vision of something beyond.
To me the play is one of the m.ost interesting of all
O'Neill's works. It holds one's interest because of its
tragic irony, its underlying theme, its strange setting,
and because of its deep psychological and philosophical
implication. "The Hairy Ape" cannot be classed with a
type of social drama which solves a problem and points a
way out. O'Neill m^akes this clear as Yank moves from one
defeat to another, striving vainly to find som:e answer to
his problem. Every device of torture is used against him.,
and always he defies the forces that would crush him. "He
v;as a crude, ignorant searcher for som.e m.eaning to the
1. Eugene O'Neill's playl "The Hairy Ape"
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social structure, a meaning which he did not find, but to
his glory it must be said that although he failed in the
1
.
search, he did not fail as a searcher.”
1. S.K.Winther, Eugene O'Neill; ”A Critical Study” Page 228

VII
All God *3 Chillun Got Wings
Jim Harris, the principal character in "All God’s
Chillim Got Wings" is a Negro whose problem is to "belong".
He seems to have the means of livelihood; it is not a problem
of starvation but of persecution. This persecution leads
Jim. to believe that only by marrying a white girl can he
win the position in life that is necessary to his happiness.
The love of Jim and Ella is genuine, but in the end
it is destroyed and it destroys them. The social pressure
of race prejudice makes Jim a failure, and Ella an insane
woman. He struggles for seventeen years, then gives up.
TTie supremacy of the white man is m.aintained at the price
of social injustice to the Negro.
Of course the play stirred up trouble. In a letter
O’Neill wrote to a irinceton classmate, he says "Any appreci-
ation of the worth of that play is doubly appreciated by me,
because of all the prejudiced and unjust knocks it received
when it was enjoying such a storm of unwelcome notoriety
last winter. It seemed for a time there as if all the
feeble-witted both in and out of the K.K.K. were hurling
newspaper bricks in my direction - not to speak of the
anonym.ous letters which ranged from those of infuriated
Irish Catholics who threatened to pull my ears off as a
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disgrace to their race and religion, to those of equality
infuriated Nordic Kluxers who knew that I had negro blood,
or else was a Jewish pervert masquerading under a Christian
name in order to do subversive propaganda for the Pope!"
Only a dramatist like O'Neill would write a play about
marriage of a negro and a white knov/ing what hatred and
prejudices would be sure to be aroused. Even though the
situation is full of dramatic possibilities, so poignant
and tragic, very few critics looked upon it as a work of
art, but rather as an indictment of our social order. A
play that should have been welcom.ed for its deep sym.pathetic
understanding was criticized severely. Facts were distorted
and a great deal of notoriety was aroused throughout the
country. Of such material are v;e Americans made 1
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VIII
Desire Under the Elms
It is in “Desire Under the Elms,” written in 1924 that
O’Neill reaches the highest point of development as a writer
of tragedy. It is with courage and sanity that he now faces
life,
A group of cruel and greedy peasants are pictured in
this play, Ephraim Cabot, believes that ”God is hard" and
lives according to that belief. He married a third time
taking Abbie Putman, half his age, as his v^ife. She care-
fully sets out to gain all her husband's worldly goods by
bearing him a child. She proceeds to seduce Ephraim’s
thirty-two-year-old son but in the end falls in love with
him. As a result of this affair a son is bom which Ephraim
believes to be his, Eben finds things can’t go on and the
truth is told, Ephraim in turn convinces Eben that Abbie
was only using him as a tool to her own advantage, so Eben
leaves home, Abbie loves him passionately and when she
can’t convince him of the fact, strangles the child to
prove it, Eben is convinced, but in his fear informs the
police of Abbie’s act.
The play closes with the two, loving each other sin-
cerely, going off with the sheriff, having no regrets, for
they have found the beauty they craved. The unity of the
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play lies in the character of Abbie as she forgets that the
sex instinct is not easily controlled and finds herself
caught by her ovrn devices.
The theme of the deadly effect of the i'uritan ideal is
vividly shown in "Desire Under the Elms". The elms suggest
the Puritan of hew England, llie title implies the theme,
that of tragedy and bitterness as well as that of suppressed
desire
.
"This play will always be subject to the criticism of
being too brutal and realistic a treatment of a universal
theme which the classic dramatists have always approached
with a grandiose and coldly symbolic attitude. It is a
torrential outpouring of crude feeling, alm.ost terrif^/'ing
1
.
in its rav/ projection upon a realistic stage."
ho play of Eugene O'heill has affected me as much as
this one. The play received a great deal of publicity be-
cause a New York City Official tried his best to close it.
Large audiences went to see it expecting it to be smutty,
Barrett Clark says, "Most of the people who saw the play
were disappointed and resentful at being forced to witness
a powerful and beautiful work, wnich was about as suggestive
2
.
as a funeral."
1. Richard Dana Skinner, Eugene 0 ‘Neill, "A Poet's Quest"
Page 156
2. Barrett H. Clark, "Eugene O'Neill," The Man and his Plays.
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I believe this play
about ugly and beautiful
is a truly great drama written
things, but essentially true.

The Great God Brovm
In the winter of 1925 O’Neill wrote ’’The Great God
Brown", a play in which the characters v/ear masks which
represent their life attitudes as contrasted with their
actual inner feelings. We find that the major themes of the
search for inner harmony \mite - the conflict of the two
brothers, started in "Beyond The Horizon," and the desire
for maternal protection against the real world,
Dion Anthony uses Fan’s mask as his shield against the
world, while his soul is really one of an ascetic. William
Brown, however, doesn’t wear a mask imtil he realizes that
he has lost his soul, then he takes Dion’s mask after Dion
dies. Brov/n from that point on lives his ovm life and that
of Dion so effectively that Dion's wife does not realize
Dion is dead. In the end, Brown-Anthony looks for pro-
tection from the severity of life in the arms of a "symbolic
maternity", only to find at last a still greater reality
in God.
Margaret loves Dion as she finds him, wearing the mask
of Pan, Brown tries to propose but she is interested only
in Dion as she sees him. The unmasked Dion can never
appear before the possessive maternal Margaret--for it is
that maternity from which he struggles to be free. When
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uinmasked he cries out, "V/hy was I born without a skin, 0 God
1
that I must wear armor in order to touch or to be touched?"
vYhen Brov/n tells Dion, that Margaret is in love with
him, he cries happily, "She protects me 1 Her arms are
softly around me I She is warmly around me 1 She is my skinl
She is my armor I No^v I am* born - I - the 1 1 - one and indi-
visible - I who love Margaretl" and looking at his mask
continues, "You are outgrown I I am beyond you I 0 God, now
2
.
1 believe!" Margaret however doesn't know him without the
mask and he has to put it on again before she loves him,
Dion at last exhausted from excessive indulgence finds
himself dying in Brown's toom*. Margaret has crushed him by
loving only the Dion m.ask. Cybel, who wears the m*ask of
a prostitute in the eyes of the T/orld, is the only one to
whom Dion has been able to appear unmasked. Brovm is
jealous of Anthony and tries to take Gybel, who, to him re-
mains masked as a prostitute, Dion tells him the truth as
he dies. "Brown will still need me - to reassure him he's
alive I I've loved, lusted, won and lost, sung and v>feptl
I've been life's lover! I've fulfilled her will and if
she's through with me now it's only because I was too weak
to dominate her in turn. It isn't enough to be her
creature, you've got to create her or she requests you to
1. Eugene O'Neill's play, "The Great God Brown"
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destroy herself.”
Brown has taken part of the creative life which is
purely Dion’s and Dion makes his last v;ish in this fashion,
"l leave Dion Anthony to William Brown - for him to love and
obey - for him to become me - then my Margaret will love
me - rry children will love me - Mr, and Mrs. Brown and sons,
happily ever after!”
Kis mask falls away and it is Dion who repeats "Our
Father v;ho art in Heaven," and cries "Forgive m.e, Billy.
Bury me, hide me, forget me for your own happiness! May
Margaret love you! May you design the Tem.pie of Man's Soul!
2
.
Blessed are the m.eek and the poor in spirit!"
As soon as Dion dies Brown has to live the lives of
both men fused into one; Margaret loves him knowing not the
difference. Brown finally dies from wearing the m^.sk. He
tells Margaret that Brown is dead and then he runs away.
People feel he has killed Brown, They find Brown's mask,
but to them, it is the person, and it is carried away as a
corpse would be.
The police search for "Dion" and shoot Brown. Cybel
comes to him before he dies and unm.asks, so that he learns
she isn't the prostitute, but a symbol of protecting Mother
earth,
1. Eugene 0 'Weill's play, "The Great God Brown"
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Cybel, leads him in prayer and Brov/n repeats, "V/ho art!
Who art! I know! I have found Him! I hear Him speak!
’Blessed are they that weep for they shall laugh! ’ Then
the nev/ realization of the m.eaning of suffering and creation
comes to Brown as he dies, saying, "The laughter of Heaven
sov^s earth with a rain of tears, and out of Earth's trans-
figured birth-pain the laughter of ...an returns to bless
and play again in innuraerable dancing gales of flame upon the
1
.
knees of God!"
Barrett Clark says of "The Great God Brown", "This play,
so far as its conception is concerned, is one of the most
subtly beautiful things O'Neill has ever written. In it he
has striven to tell, in a vibrant lyrical style, of man's
aspirations; it is a dramatic paean to man's struggle to
identify himself with nature. The tone throughout is mystic-
ally ecstatic. As in all his mature plays, m^n's way is
seen passing through the vale of tragedy, but it emerges
2
.
triumphant."
It is my favorite of all O'Neill's plays. It is filled
with a sense of the rhythm and harmony and m.ultipli ci ty of
life. The language expresses shades of meanings that are
hard to put into senuences, but the style is perfectly suited
1, Eugene O'Neill's play, "The Great God Brown"
2. Barrett Clark: "Eugene O'Neill", Page 159
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to the subject.
Critics say it is not so perfect technically as "The
Hairy Ape" or "Desire Under the Elms", but its surpassing
beauty far outshines its technical imperfection. No matter
how many times I read it, I am. always filled anew with the
beauty of O’Neill's poetic soul.
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XLazarus Laughed
In the winter and spring of 1926 we find O’Neill was
finishing the final draft of ’’Lazarus Laughed.” Not only
because of its large cast and elaborate masking and costuming,
but also because of the laughter of Lazarus it is practically
impossible to produce the play without losing its greatness.
It has, however, been produced upon the tacific Coast; gener-
ally, it is known only in the published form.
There is a direct connection between ’’The Great God
Brown” and ’’Lazarus Laughed”. Lazarus is Brown brought back
from Death. In Lazarus’ wife, Miriam., is found a union of
Cybel and Margaret. Lazarus hates the m.odem industrial
civilization because it curbs all the freedom which is
essential to a good life. He has found the true way of life
and wants all to follow him. He speaks; ”Out v/ith youl Out
into the woods! Upon the hills! Cities are prisons wherein
man locks himself from life. Out with you under the sky!
Are the stars too pure for your sick passions? Is the warm
earth smelling of night too desirous of love for your pale
introspective lusts? Out! Let laughter be your new clean
lust and sanity! So far man has only learned to snicker
meanly at his neighbor! Let a laughing away of self be your
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new right to live forever-"
O’Neill expresses his philosophy of the good life in
"Lazarus Laughed". His human values theory is cleverly set
forth hy his stage grouping, dancing, and use of masks. He
casts aside the values that have developed traditionally, an
he starts by throwing out the gospel of renunciation, which
he believes has done much to deprive man of happiness,
Lazarus berates the low ideals and inability of man to
live up to the high ideal of happiness and freedom. He says
"You Laugh, but your laughter is guilty'. It laughs a hyena
laughter, spotted, howling its hungry fear of life'. That
day I returned did I not tell you your fear was no more,
that there is no death? You believed then - for a moment'.
You laughed - discordantly, hoarsely, but with a groping
toward joy. What', Have you so soon forgotten, that now you]
laughter curses life again as of old? That is your tragedy'.
You forget'. You forget the God in you'. You wish to forget'.
Remembrance v/ould imply the high duty to live as a son of
God - generously', - with live'. - with pride', - with laugh-
terl This is too glorious a victory for you, too terrible
a loneliness'. Easier to forget, to become only a man, the
son of woman, to hide from life against her breast, to
whimper your fear to her resigned heart and be comforted by
2.
her resignation'. To live by denying life’."
1. Eur.ene O'Neill's play, ^'^Lazarus Laughed",
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O'Neill, like Walt Whitman, seems to be impressed with
the vast amount of the good things of the earth that are go-
ing to waste, because man has become a slave of a system,
and has termed the beautiful as ugly and the good as bad.
There is a rebellion against the limitations of a religion
of denial.
Men in their desperate struggle to make themselves into
little gods have lost the real power to be the gods that they
are. However, they have to learn, Lazarus tells them, "But
as dust, you are eternal change, and everlasting grov/th, and
a high note of laughter soaring through chaos from the deep
heart of God! Be proud, 0 Dust! Then you may love the
stars as equals! And then perhaps you may have enough to
1
.
love even your fellov/ men without fear of their vengeance!"
Lazarus, the teacher, came to preach the gospel of the
new way of life and even before his resurrection he was told,
"Men must learn to live Before their fear invented
death they knew, but now they have forgotten. They must
2
.
be taught to laugh again,"
"Lazarus Laughed" is a triumphant hymn to life, O'Neill
expresses the essence of an optimistic philosophy. It
appeals to a great many people, but I dislike this play very
much. It is not the idea of the play which is objectionable
1. Eugene O'Neill's pl^y "Lazarus Lau^hed
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to me, but I don’t like to be hammered at over and over again*
O’Neill is not content to say what he wants to say once, and
have it end there, but he keeps reiterating the statement
until the most unintelligent person sees what he is driving
at. The play would be much more interesting to me if it were
only about half as long as it is. 1 prefer O’Neill as a
dramatist rather than a philosopher and teacher.
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XI
#
Strange Interlude
Of the nine important characters in "Strange Interlude"
there are only eight in the play itself, the dead Gordon
makes the important ninth one. There is Nina's father. Pro-
fessor Leeds who prevents Gordon from taking Nina as his
wife before he leaves for war. Nina, broken in spirit, not
because of Gordon's death but because she never married
him., portrays that same denial and prevention of creation
which is found in O'Neill's earlier plays. There are three
men Nina tries to possess to fill Gordon's place, namely,
Charles Marsden, a writer who loves Nina, but after her
father dies he becomes in her mind merely "father Charlie";
Edmund Darrell, a doctor who is much devoted to his work,
and a classmate of Gordon's; Sam Evans, v^ho is likely to
get along in the advertizing and business world, in spite
of the fact that he is an extravert. Nina spends her life
building up this surface extravert.
To Sam's mother, Mrs. Evans, O'Neill gives the duty of
informing Nina that there is incurable insanity in the
family. She, like other parents in O'Neill's plays, inter-
rupts the natural course of nature by building up a definite
fear of life. She insists Sam's child be done av/ay with
before it is born - to protect Sami Mrs. Evans has kept
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this knowledge of insanity in the family from Sam hoping he
v/ould never he burdened with the fear of insanity which
might cause him to be insane as it did his father. Thus Nina
has to shoulder the burden of Sam’s future and for the sake
of Sam, she complies with Mrs, Evan's demands. Again there
is denial of creation,
Sam in turn shoulders the blame for having no children,
and broods over it. Nina feeling it her strong duty to
build him up decides the best way out would be to have a
child by another man and let Sam believe it to be his
Dr, Darrell is her choice. Dr. Darrell, loving Nina, con-
sents to her plan.
The affair brings to the surface the fact that she
really loves Darrell, Darrell tells Sam that Nina is to
have a child and then leaves for Europe preventing the
divorce Nina wanted. Now, spiritually, Nina possesses all
three men,
Sam, feeling better about things gains confidence and
succeeds in business. Nina gains respect for him even
though his surface personality makes no demand on her. She
shows this in her exclamation: "Thank God for Sammy! I
know he's mine no jealousy no fear
1 .
no pain.. I've found peace ," Their son,
called Gordon, becomes the fourth man in Nina's life. Nina
1, Eugene O'Neill's play, "Strange Interlude"

has the strange feeling that Gordon is the son of all three
men, and this thought gives peace to her possessive soul.
Darrell comes back from Europe wanting Nina and his
son, Nina, not willing to give up her present life, makes
him consent to the idea of becoming her lover. While Darrell
slowly becomes weaker, Sam grows stronger v;ith little Gor-
don loving him more and hating Darrell, After awhile, Dar-
rell spends very little time with Nina. Marsden, the ideal
old age companion, is the one who understands, and his
demands upon Nina are few. Little Gordon hears the story
of his mother's love for Gordon, and he strives to be m.ore
like him so that he can be first and foremost in his mother's
affections. In the last part of the play we find Gordon a
young man, rowing in a winning crew and Sam. suffers a
stroke from, the excitement of the race. Before the race
Nina attempts to break up Gordon's engagement, Darrell,
however, now m.uch stronger, prevents her from telling the
girl the story that Sam's mother had told her. In doing so
he accuses Nina of trying to play God - and openly accuses
her of having interfered too much in the lives of others
,
When Sam suffers from the stroke, Nina realizes she m.ust
make sacrifices for Sam's sake, and Gordon has the girl he
loves
.
Sam passes away, Nina and Darrell realize that although
that is what they had waited for, their love is gone, Nina
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settles down with "Father” Charlie Marsden to a quiet life
and we find her crying out as Gordon and his live fly to
their wedding: "Fly up to heaven, Gordon’. Fly with your
love to heaven'. Fly always'. Never crash to earth like my
old Gordon'. Be happy, dear I You've got to be happy'."
She turns to Charles saying, "Gordon is dead. Father, I’ve
just had a cable. Yfhat I mean is, he flew away to another
life -- my son, Gordon, Charlie. So we're along again --
1 .
just as we used to be."
"strange Interlude" is perhaps one of the most dis-
cussed olays of O'Neill. The play holds our interest
throughout nine acts of v/holly unconventional theater. Here
we see the triumph of O'Neill's art, his amazing ability
to understand and lay bare the complexities of our hearts
and minds. One critic has said there is more drama in
"strange Interlude" than in "Faust" and more to hold the
attention than there is in "Parsifal".
Barrett Clark says, "it was O'Neill's aim to expose
Imaginatively a chain of events in which a few people ex-
hibit to us their thoughts and motives over a long neriod
of years. Life begins; it offers us problems, joys, tra-
gedies; it seems to take shape occasionally as a thing of
beauty, but oftener as a senseless and cruel joke; yet it is
iT Eugene O'Neill's nlay, '^Strange Interlude'^
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a fascinating process, a great adventure. The puppets v/e
call ourselves are momentarily self-important v/lth their
little scheme for overcoming death and avoiding unhappines
but tov/ard the end they lose bit by bit their desires and
the fierce impulses of youth, declining slowly into a sun-
1 .
set period in v/hlch peace along seems worth having.'*
Truly this olay is a masterly creation.
iT Barrett Clark: “Eugene 0* Neill'' Page 176
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XII
Dynamo
We find the conflicting forces of inner and outer man
embodied in two families in the play ’’Dynamo*’.
Hutchins Light, a m.inister of the Gospel, plays the
principal part of the stern father god of Puritan tradition.
His wife, though outwardly believing as her husband does,
is really by nature, a materialist. Reuben, the son, whose
religious beliefs are a reflection of his parents' beliefs,
fears his father and lives in the protecting love of his
mother. His mother, jealous of his love for a neighbor's
daughter, discloses the matter to his father. As a result,
Reuben loses faith in her.
Ramsay Fife, the dynamo operator, is a full fledged
atheist, but his wife is a symbol of earthly motherhood
searching for something nystical -- the mysterious whir of
the dynamos. Ada, their daughter, accepts the m.aterialism
of her father and the earthiness of her mother, Reuben be-
comes attracted to Ada, but is very shy.
When Reuben discovers his mother has betrayed him he
breaks away and joins the externals. He travels and delights
in boasting that he has electrocuted his father's God, His
mother receives messages from him stating this fact and he
begs her not to be a fool. He com.es back several years
later to find his mother is dead. He learns that she in
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dying repeated his messages to his father - not to he a
fool. Reuben feels he has made a convert to his god of
electricity
.
He gains Ada for his ov;n and feels that he Is free. As
he visits his mother’s grave he feels he v/ants to talk with
her. He speaks to himself, "I’d like to reach her somehow,
no one knows what happens after death - even science doesn’t
- there may be some kind of hereafter".
"Funny, that hunch I got when I v/as talking to Ada
...about praying to electricity, if you Imew how It
was like a message Mother believed what I believed
when she died maybe it came from her Aw,
that’s superstitious junk but why is it? look
at how mysterious 8.11 this electrical wave stuff is in radio
and everything that’s scientific fact and
why couldn’t something like that that no one understands
1
.
yet? between the dead and the living?"
Slowly these thoughts become obsessions and he feels
the dynamo, "a great, dark mother’." Secretly he prays to
the dynamo. "Oh, Mother of Life, my mother is dead, she
has nassed back into you, tell her to forgive me, and to
2 .
help me find your truth’." Thus he asks the dynamo to tell
him the secret of nature’s maternity.
Eugene O’Neill's play, '^Dynamo
"
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This obsession grov/s stronger and he feels he wants to
give up Ada. He grows tnad and wants to sacrifice all his
earthly desires to this new goddess. "She wants some one
man to live her purely, and when she finds him v/orthy she
will love him and give him the secret of truth and he v/ill
become the new saviour w^ho v/ill bring happiness and peace
1 .
to man."
Then praying to the dynamo he says: " 0 Dynamo, God of
Electricity, which gives life to all things, hear my prayer*.
Receive me into the Great Current of Your Eternal Life.
Bless me with Your secret so that I can save men from sin
and sorrow and death*. Grant me the miracle of Your love."
Then ending it all - "he throws his arms over the head of
the dynamo; his hands grasp the carbon brushes of the ex-
citer. In a flash all the lights in the plant dim dov/n
until they are almost out and the noise of the dynamo dies
until it is the faintest hum. Simultaneously his voice
rises in a sobbing cry of oain like that of a happy
2
.
baby .
"
"Dynamo" is a very disagreeable play. It does not
appeal to me at all. To me it is an absolute failure,
cause it neither adds to our knov/ledge nor does it move
us as a play to be enjoyed in a theater. After seeing
be-
"Dynam:)"
,
Eugene O'Neill* s play, ’^Dynamo'^
O •' II II II

many critics felt tha.t O’Neill v/as lost to us as an artist,
I think his pov;er as a playwright is felt throughout the
play despite its faults,
Barrett Clark says; "in intention it is Promethean, a
challenge to our civilization, a daring attempt to synthe-
size in the form of a modem morality play the most baffling
intellectual problems of our time. Potentially it is high-
ly cha-rged with poetry and the fire of youthful Im.agination,
Judged as it must finally be as a work of art, it fails in
that it remains at best little more than the skeleton of a
magnificent effort, like the bare outlines of the two houses
of the stage setting."

XIII
Mournlnp; becomes Electra
""Mourning Becomes Electra" is the drama of a soul at
mortal grips with the love of self, the deadly poison of the
spirit that denies all creation because it would be self-
creating, self-sufficient, both creator and creature, man
1
.
co-equal with God."
In this play the House of Mannon is the grand summing
up of Man, as O'Heill has found him.
Outwardly the play parallels the "House of Atreus", a
Greek tragedy, but the fates and furies become the inner-
subjective desires and passions of the Mannon's. The scene
is laid in wev; England, the time, just after the Civil War.
The play itself is made up of three parts; "Homecoming",
"iTie Hunted," and "The Haunted." In "Homecoming" we find
General Ezra Mannon returning from, war to his wife, Chris-
tine, who has been secretly in love with Adam Brant, 3he
knows Brant to be a son of a Mannon who brought disgrace to
the fam.ily by falling in love and marrying a French- Canadian
servant girl. Brant loves Christine, but his purpose at
first was to get revenge on the house of Mannon. Lavinia,
Christine's daughter, is fanatically devoted to her father
and despises her mother's unfaithfulness, partly because
1. Richard Dana Skinner, Eugene o'Heill, "A Poet's Q,uest"
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she is attracted to Brant, v/ho is like her fa.ther, and part-
ly hecause she has always taken her father’s oart against
her mother, whom she hated and of vfhom vShe is iealous.
Orin Mannon, a brother of Lo.vinia is av.fay at camp re-
covering from a head wound v;hich has affected his nervous
system. Orin loves his mother and is as devoted to her e.s
Lavinia is to her farther. There is a band of attraction
betv/een brother and sister. Lavinia tells her mother that
she ’:nov7S of her unfaithfulness and wants her mother to send
Brant away. The mother accuses Lavinia. of wanting Brant for
herself.
G-eneral Mannon comes home determined to find again the
secfets of life and to do av/ay v;ith the barrier betv/een
his wife and him. He tries to tell her of his love but he
faces a woman v;ho knov/s that the only v!8.y to be free is to
kill him. She has made nlans for Brant to suonly her v/lth
Doison which she is to give her husband instead of the
heart modicino the doctor left. She feels the heart disease
would be the excuse for his death then she and Adam would
be free.
During the first night siie and Ezra soent together he
feels that her affections are false. She "ells him of her
love for Brant and i.ells of his relationship to the Mannons,
As she honed, the strain brings on a heart attack and she
gets her chani;e bo give him th.e medicine she got from Brant,
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Ezra dying calls for Lavinia who gets there just in time to
hear him accuse his wife of giving him the wrong m.edicine.
This is too m*uch for Christine and she faints before she can
get rid of the poison. Thus Lavinia knows her mother is
guilty and the play ends as she calls, "Father I Don't leave
1
.
me alone 1 Come back to me I Tell me what to do!"
In the second part called "The Hunted" we find Lavinia
and Grin working for the revenge of their father's murder.
When Grin comes home, Cliristine and Lavinia struggle to
gain control of his weak will. Grin feels a bit suspicious
of his mother but can't bring himself to think her guilty.
Truthfully he feels a bit relieved and enjoys thinking that
now he can have his mother to himself. Christine encourages
him hoping to build up within him a dislike for Lavinia.
Lavinia manages to help him to realize the truth and
makes him admit his m.other's guilt and then plays upon his
jealousy of Brant. He and Lavinia follov/ their mother to
Brant's ship and they hear her making plans to escape. When
Christine leaves. Grin kills Brant,
They both go to the house of Mannon to tell Christine
what they have done. Grin, of course, begs her forgiveness
but in vain for Christine shoots herself, How we see Lavinia
trying to take her mother's place as she says to Grin, "You
2
,
have me, haven't you? I love you. I'll help you to forget,"
1. Eugene G 'Neill's play, "Mourning Becom*es Electra"
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V/e also see that Christine's accusation of Lavinia is jus-
tified and that Lavinia had wanted to take her place,
"The Haunted" takes place one year later after Lavinia
and Grin have been to China and the B'ar East. Lavinia has
become more and m*ore like her mother. Grin has becom.e more
soldierly, resembling his father more and more. Both are
now living in the ghosts of their parents. Both feel the
change and Grin feels happy at having become a Mannon and
accuses Lavinia of having a soul like her mother. Lavinia,
not glad of the change calls, "What we need most is to get
1
.
back to simple normal things and begin a new life." She
tries to make him see clearly his mother's guilt and that
she chose to die, however, she does not fully succeed,
Lavinia becomes attracted to Peter Niles, a childhood
friend. She reminds him. she is "only half Mannon" and she
wants to marry him. Grin stands in the way for he is still
sick and possessed by hate and death. He is extremely
jealous when he finds Lavinia kissing Peter,
Grin has become engaged to Peter's sister Hazel, but he
is afraid to be left alone with her, Lavinia, in turn hates
to have them alone for she fears Grin's guilty conscience
might make him confess. He is preparing a written statement
admitting that he is guilty - this Lavinia suspects, and
forces him to confess
.
1. Eugene O'Neill's play, "Mourning Becomes Electra"
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Once again in his rage of jealousy over feter he is
determined not to let her marry him - now he sees her not as
a mother or sister but merely as a woman like the French-
Canadian servant, Brant's mother. Lavinia in turn says to
Orin, "I wish you were dead. You're too vile to live. You'd
1
.
kill yourself if you weren't a coward 1"
Orin gradually feels that if he does die he can be with
his m*other and then can find peace. He leaves the room just
as Peter enters and soon kills himself leaving Lavinia, the
last of the Mannon's.
Lavinia loses the resemblance to her mother in the
closing scene. She feels she must get away from the house
of Mannon, Hazel, knowing a bit of the story as hinted by
Orin, accuses Lavinia of Orin's death and begs Lavinia to
give up Peter. When Peter com.es she finds him changed - al-
ready those now dead are standing between them.. She asks
Peter for his love but then tells him, "l can't marry you,
2
.
Feter, the dead are too strongl" And then she lies hoping
to drive him av/ay from her. He doesn't hear her when she
tries to tell him that the lies aren't true so once again
she is alone with the kannon dead,
Lavinia confides in the gardener. She feels there is
nothing left but to stay alone and as she goes to the house
1. Eugene O'Neill's play, "Mourning Becomes Electra"
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he calls, "Don't go in there, Vinnie', " To which she reolies,
"Don't be afraid, I'm not going the way Mother and Orin went.
That's escaping nunishment. And there's no one left to
punish me, I'm the last Mannon, I've got to punish myself'.
Living alone here v/ith the dead is a worse act of Justice
than death or prison' I'll never go out or see anyone'. I'll
have the shutter nailed closed so no sunlight can get in.
I'll live along with the dead and keep their secrets, and
let them hound me, until the curse is paid out and the last
1 .
Mannon is let die." She enters the house to carry out her
plan becoming, as she goes, a Mannon once again,
"Mourning Becomes Electra" was received very enthusiasti-
cally by both literary critics and by play reviewers. It is
certainly an extraordinary play; the most ambitious ever
attempted by O'Neill. It is different from his other plays
because it is the retelling of the tragic tale of Agamemnon
and Clytemnestra, Orestes and Electra in a modern setting.
But in this olay fate plays no part, these people are
driven to ruin through their own passions,
Barrett Clark says, "O'Neill's trilogy is a tearless
tragedy, remote, detached, august, artfully shaped, cunning-
ly devised, skillfully related and magnificently conceived.
It is concerned only indirectly with life as most of us see an
Eugene O'Neill's play, '^Mourning Becomes Electra".
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feel it: it is comparable not so much to music or painting
as to architecture, but in spite of its Greek prototype, its
mood is not so much Greek a.s Gothic; its simplicity lies in
its broadest outlines, which can be apprehended as v/e ap-
prehend a Medieval Church, only when we forget its bev/ilder-
ing details. Its significance lies not in any one articulated
thesis or idea but in the arrangement or patterning of
a series of events, exulained, clarified, and dramatized to
the utmost by an artist whose feelings and intelligence are
1 .
almost completely under his control,'*
1, Barrett Clark: '*Eugene 0* Neill" Page 195
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In the month of Septem.ber, 1932, ”Ah, Wilderness I" was
written. The story is a two-day account of the doings of a
smiall-town family. A nev/spaper proprietor by the name of
Nat Miller lives in his Connecticut home with his sister,
his wife's brother, and a group of children ranging in age
from ten to college age. Richard Miller, a son of Nat, read
Milton, owineburne, Bernard Shaw, and Ibsen and is in love
with Muriel, a neighbor's child. The girl's mother firmly
believes that a boy who reads such things is not a good com-
panion for a young lady, so she makes her daughter v/rite
to Richard to break the engagement.
Downhearted, Richard goes out to show Muriel he doesn't
care. He does nothing more than take two drinks which m.ake
himi very ill. Nat feels he should give Richard some good
advice and he tries to tell him what every young m.an should
know. He doesn't know until he is through the embarrassing
conference that Muriel and Richard k.iow how to break all
parental obstacles. Richard imd^^rs tands his father's inten-
tions and when he leaves to go out to watch the moon as it
sets on his day of love, he kisses his father. At this
gesture Nat says to his wife. "First tim.e he's done that in
years. I don't believe in kissing between fathers and sons

after a certain age - seems mushy and silly - but that meant
something'. And I don't think we'll ever have to worry about
his being safe - from himself - again. And I guess no matter
1
.
v/hat life will do to him, he can take care of it now."
We find a new phase and a ttitude in O'Neill's work. He
now stresses the father ands on relationship. "Ah, Wilder-
ness'." is the first of O'Neill's plays in which the father
hasn't been a "pale, stiff shadow," like Ezra Mannon, or a
narrow, stern object of hate and Jealousy, like Ephraim
Cabot. This olay seems to mark the beginning of an entirely
new period of O'Neill's work.
Richard Dana Skinner says, "in a curious but quite
logical sense, "Ah, Wilderness'." is like a "Strange Inter-
lude" - except that it is not strange, but blessedly familiar
It is a taking stock of things Just as "Strange Interlude"
was, but in a wholly different mood. It is a glance of
mature recognition and acceptance, rather than a pained and
terrified searching into fearsome depths. Lavinia Mannon
had said: 'What v/e need most is to get back to simple normal
things and begin a new 1 ife.' Lavinia seemed to be speaking
2
.
for the poet himself."
1. Eugene O'Neill's play, "Ah, Wilderness".
2. Richard Dana Skinner: Eugene O'Neill, "A Poet's Quest"
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XV
Days Without End
The final fourth draft of "Days Without End" was fin-
ished in 1933. This is a story of John Loving, a man who
is divided against himself. The real John and the masked
John are impersonated by two characters but they represent
one person. He is a symbol of an older self, of the past.
The other characters in the play do not know that this old
self exists. When Loving speaks the others think it is just
John himself that is speaking. Then the play ends John Lov-
ing is happy over his victory over the old self. In this
play the victory is the man's and the mask dies, in other
plays where masks are used it has been the mask that scored
victorious
.
John marries Elsa who left her former husband when she
discovered that he was unfaithful. John finds that now he
has come into his own, he has entered upon a m.arriage which
he can face as a full-grown m.an.
Loving, the old self still hangs around, shadowing John,
m.aking him afraid of this happiness he has just gained.
John is possessed with the feeling that he must kill that
which he loves. Spurred on by Loving, John commits adultery
in a fit of cruelty. He Imows Elsa will never understand
and thus can never forgive
,
When the play opens John is hunting for a way to dis-
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cover whether Elsa could imderstand or not. He v^rites his
own story v/hich he plans to read to Elsa as a test. Father
Baird feels that John needs him, John accepts his advice
but, Loving mocks it. Father Baird sees only one person in
the room, but the audience witnesses two men fighting each
other.
John's plan in writing the novel doesn't work out for
Elsa has heard Lucy's story and recognizes the story as be-
ing John's and not fiction. In the outline of the novel
John suggests the death of the wife as an end to his story.
At this Elsa is horrified and goes out into a storm. Elsa
gets the fever and she has no desire to live. A soiritual
battle, betv/een Loving and John follows. Father Baird in-
sists that only prayer can bring Elsa back to John and life,
John goes to the church, where he v/ent as a child, and asks
for the help of G-od while Loving stands defiantly before the
cross
,
There is a darlmess for a minute then John seems to
be illuminated and he ^oiov/s that he oossesses the love of
Christ and forgiveness. "I can forgive myself - through
Thee', I can believe'. At last I see'. I have al-
v/ays loved'. 0 Lord of Love, forgive Thy poor blind fool'."
Loving calls out then, "Thou has conquered. Lord. Thou art
^ •
the End. Forgive - the damned soul - of John Loving'."
1. Eugene 0‘ Neill's play, "^Days V^ithout slid" .
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He then falls dead. . But O'Neill tells us that "John Lov-
ing - he, who had been only John - remains standing v/ith his
arms stretched un to the dross, an expression of mystic
exB.ltation on his face. The c orpse of Loving lies at the
foot of the Cross, like a cured cripnle's testimonial offer-
1 .
ing in a shrine." John turns to Father Baird as he comes
to tell John of Elsa's sain and of her forgiveness and says:
S!.
"Life laughs with God's love again'. Life laughs with love'."
"
"Days Without End" comes as a sad surprise to those
v/ho already Imew O'Neill's final position as thinker and
dramatist. The clay has been called 'dull, pedestrian, un-
poetic, unconvincing. ' It has been labeled a 'wraith-like
wrangling of thought rather than a flowering of the soul.'
In general this tone of disapproval has been tinged with a
touch of bitterness all the more keen because to most of
those v;ho reviewed the clay it seemed that O'Neill failed
3.
to live up to their high expectations . " In all cases it
is quite clear that the critical comraent is not iiicnie on the
basis of the play itself. Nor is it due to such technical
Imperfections as the nlay may reveal when it is seen on
the stage. It is something outside the nlay itself. In
analyzing the olay everyone considers it in the light of
O'Neill's past v/ork and on this basis finds its values false
1. Richard Dana Skinner; Eugene O'Neill, "A Poet's Quest"
Page 240
2. Eugene O'Neill "Days Without End"
3. "Eugene O'Neill", S. K. Winthers Pe.ge 276

or futile, or at ‘best misconceived. It seems unjust to me
for critics to assume this attitude because if this play
is examined closely one v/ill find it contains all the strug-
gles and inner conflicts of his other olays. The critics
are afraid that John’s conversion is to express a funda-
mental change in the whole critical ^attitude of O’Neill, but
if they v.-ill loo> at the ending as not a complete a.nd final
victory they ma.y be appeased.
"^iThen John leaves the church at peace v/ith himself,
and confident that the old questioning, doubting snirit of
Loving is dead, he may really be deceived. Perhaps when
he is sitting in his study late the follov/ing night he will
find Loving was scotched but not slain. For there he stands
at John’s elbow once more. Once more his strong, sardonic
laughter rings out through the roon. The old argument
begins once more. Loving ngain ashs questions, suggests
doubts, loses battles, but In the end wins the real victory,
for his is the inquiring, the sheotical mind, his is the
1 .
mind of Eugene O’Neill”.
1 "Eugene O’Neill"^,'" S, K. Winther, Page 295

Conclusion
A study of the men and v/omen that move through O'Neill's
plays reveals many characteristics that they have in common.
’•7e are imoressed hv the cour?.ge and fortitude v/ith v/liich
they f'^ce the v;orld in vdiich they live. They have a deter-
mination to find a meaning and value in life. ’7e note that
the favorite O'Neill character has dreamy eyes. His charac-
ters live in two worlds, one, the v/orld of ohy steal reality,
the oth.er, a world of unfulfilled desire. To this world
of oassionate desire the 1 reamer 'vill sacrifice 'll that
liie h.,3 given hi r., for nothing in life is comparable to the
genuine reality of his dream. The dreams of these oeople
embody all that is good and beautiful and just because of
that they a,re destroyed by their virtues.
The failure to recognize the beauty and sym-oathy in
O'Neill has led critics to nahe st 'range stateme'nts. C. H.
Whitman says, "The -olays of O'Neill are for the most nart
unpleasant -olays, wrought out of the agony and "lain of life.
His most successful char'^cters are peo-ole of ra.ther ori i-
tive insti'iicts
,
misfits, sufferi.ig f r-^ a di 3 GF'': 0
,
ec''''nor.'io
inhibitions, frustrations, from soul-destroying oov/ers which
they cB.nnot understand. These ooor souls are usually beate'n
in the b'-'ttle of ''ife by a fo'rce aithe'r '.’itj'in or cutsido
thorns ol'/es that makes for their confusion and min. In
fact, few plays of our da.y have such a plethora or murders,
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violent deaths; suicides and insanity."
"The world revealed by hugene O'Neill is tragic because
it is without intelligent social organization. Ignorance,
brutality, selfishness, greed and hatred are the dominant
forces in this world of O'Neill, The multitude of men and
women vjho pass by in the imagination as one tries to vision
the sum total of life that O'Neill has presented in his plays
is a sorry lot. Here by the roadside lies a young m.an cough-
ing his lungs out as he cries for the beauty which lies bey-
ond the horizon; here is a girl tortured into committing a
murder; another passes with a fixed look of dr7/”-eyed sorrow
that is just breaking into insanity over her lover killed in
war; a handsom.e Negro passes with the sorrow of hopeless des-
pair furrowing every line of his face; in a narrow room,
another breaks under the strain of life as his fevered im.agin-
ation turns gilded trinkets into gold; in the cold seas of
the north a wom.an goes m.ad from, loneliness; in a beautiful
New England home starved and misguided love brings endless
tragedy; and so one could go on \vith the enumeration,
"And what has turned potential happiness for these hum.an
beings into sure and grim tragedy? Is it that there is some-
thing in nature that makes these hard nearts? Is it that
man is doomed by his humanity to m.ake every third thought
C.H , '//hi tm.an~ "Seven Contemporary Plays", Page 555
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his grave? No doubt that is partially the truth, or at least
the only truth that we have tried and practiced. But O’Neill
also emphasizes the fact of a social system which is destruc-
tive in itself, which thwarts every effort to achieve happi-
ness, which puts a value on misery and pain as a good in it-
self, and worst of all encourages and rewards everything that
is predatory and destructive, condemning beauty, v/ell-being
and happiness as a sin. O'Neill’s interpretation of the
world is grim and terrible. Many have called it lopsided
and monstrous. There is no denying that people may feel that
he over-eraphaBizes the gruesome, but if O’Neill is to be con-
demned for his Interpretation of life as essentially tragic,
then he may take it as an honor to be by such a device classe<i.
with Sophocles, Dante and Shakespeare among those who con-
sidered this world ’an unweeded garden, where things rank
and gross in nature possess it merely’
.
"It may be that in such protest against injustice as
O’Neill reveals in his social dramas lies the hope for a
better world. He has given dramatic power to this particular
aspect of our modem social order and by so doing has helped
to make the -nroblems real to his audience. This may dis-
appoint those v/ho go to the theater to rest as did Marco,
but to those who go to the theater for a memorable exoeriencej
1 .'
O’Neill has something to say that is worth saying."
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1. S. K. Winther, "*Eugene O’Neill, A Critical Study"
P*^ge 207-209

”To O'Neill l3elon_s the credit of seeing life more clear-
ly and firmly than did many of those who were his spiritual
forefathers. He deals with man's life here and now. Within
the limits of this world he finds his justification for life.
"But as he looks about him- in the world and finds that
man has striven artfully and savagely to deprive himself of
such transitory happiness as is actually possible to life,
surely he can not be held responsible for that, and, on the
basis of his Interpretation of this truth, be condemned as a
pessimist who has no hope for man. His critics are continu-
ally asking him to write comedy or to be something that he
is not. Why not ask Leonardo de Vinci to paint like Holbein.
It would be just as reasonable. Once in ansv/er to the ques-
tion would he ever write about happiness, he answered: 'oure
I'll writ,e about happiness if I can happen to meet up with
that luxury, and find it sufficiently dramatic and in har-
mony v;ith any deep r]iythm in life. But hapniness is a v/ord,
Y/hat does it mean? Exaltation, an intensified feeling of the
significant worth of man's being and becoming? Vi'ell, if it
means that - and not a more smirking contentment with one's
lot - I know there is more of it in one real tragedy than in
all the hap-^y-ending plays ever written. It's more present-
day judgment to think of tragedy -s unhappy'. The Greeks and
the Elizabethans knew better. They felt the tremendous lift
to it. It roused them snlritual'y to a. deeper uniers t'-ending
of lix^'e. Through it they found release from the petty con-
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siderations of everyday existence. They sav/ their lives en-
nobled by it. A work of art is always happy; all else is un-
happy....I don't love life because it's pretty. Irettiness
is only clothes-deep . I am a truer lover than that. I love
1
.
it naked. There is beauty to me even in its ugliness I"
"The characters of his plays bear out this interpretation
of his philosophy of life, ’whatever else may be said of
them, they do not cringe. They are above all else courageous
and defiant. It is this quality in them which gives exhilar-
ation to the grimmest tragedy of O'Neill. They may and they
do go down to defeat and death, but they never ask to be for-
given. They are gam.e to the end. 3om.etimes they realize the
reason for their failure, as did I once de Leon, but they al-
ways accept it bravely. If O'Neill has given us a true pic-
ture of the world of man, then in spite of all its disaster
it is still a good world in which to live, for it is peopled
vjith m.en and v;omen in whom, the undying fire of rebellion is a
living flame, and as long as that is true there is still hope
that something may yet happen to solve the riddle of m.an's
inherent tragedy before the final sunset and the eternal dark-
ness settle over the world.
"it is not strange that a dram.atist in America who holds
an affirmative view of life as strong as this should be often
misunderstood and severely criticized by those who due to
1. 3 .K.'.Vinther
,
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their inability to cope v/ith reality must forever live in the
vasue shadov/y hope of some ’far-off divine event’ which will
be given freely in ansv/er to a pious v/ish. To such people
O'Neill is and always vvill be anathema. They could not under-
stand him if they would. He stands for a life that they are
afraid to see. They can accept the same thing in the G-reeks
or
or in Shakespeare, because to them tradition is a god that
sanctifies all things. But when a modem poet expresses in
the terms of modern life the same grim truth that the ancients
1 .
perceived, the soft ones are shocked and horrified,"
O’Neill in a letter quoted by Quinn, gives his theory
of tragedy and of v/hat he has done to change the Greek theory
to make it fit the modern world in which \/e live. "It's not
in me to pose much as a ’misunderstood one,' but it does seem
discouragingly (the.t is, if nriR 'i=5ok<=^d -• of ironic hu-
mor'.) evident to me that most of my critics don't v/ant to see
what I'm trying to do or how I'm trving to do it, ‘Although I
flatter myself that end and means are characteristic, indiv-
idua.l and positive enough not to be iaistaken for anyone’s
else, or for those of any 'modern' or 'pre-modem' school.
To be called a 'sordid realist' one day, a. ’grim ness irnis tic
naturalist' the next, a ’lying Moral Romanticist’ the next,
etc. is qii^te perplexing - not to add the Times editorial
that settled Desire once and for all by calling it a ’Neo-
1. S .K.Winther, "Eugene O'Neill, a
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3o I'm reallyPrimitive", a Matisse of the drama, as it v;ere!
longing to explain and try and convince some sympathetic ear
that x've tried to make myself a melting pot for all these
methods, seeing some virtues for my ends in each of them, and
thereby, if there is enough real fire in me, boil down to rr^
ov;n technique. But v/here I feel myself most neglected is just
vfnere I set most store by myself - as a bit of a poet, who
has labored viith the spoken word to evolve original rhythms
of beauty where beauty apparently isn't -Jones, Ape, God's
Chillun, Desire, etc. -and to see the transfiguring nobility
of tragedy, in as near the Greek sense as one can grasp it,
in seemingly the most confirmed mystic, too, for I'm always,
always, trying to interpret Life in term.s of lives, never
just lives in terms of character. I'm alwsys acutely con-
scious of the iPrce behind-(Fate
,
God, our biological past
creating our present, whatever one calls it -Mystery cer-
tainly)- and of the eternal tragedy of Man in his glorious,
self-destructive struggle to make the Force express him in-
stead of being, as an anim^al is, an infinitesimal incident in
its expression. And my profound conviction is that this is
the only subject worth writing about and that it is possible -
or can be- to develop a tragic expression in terms of trans-
figured m.odern values and symbols in the theater which may
to some degree bring home to m.embers of a modern audience
their ennobling identit;;- with the tragic figures on the stage.
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Of course, this is very much of & dream, but v/here the theater
is concerned, one must have a dream and the Greek dream in
1
•
tragedy is the noblest ever'.
"
"Xhe men and women that move in the world of O'Neill are
boldly defiant. They realize defeat, but scorn it-even curs-
ing it. This world of O'Neill is a v/orld of bitter struggle
and tragic lives, but to those who accept its reality it is
a world rich in experience, adventure and daring, v/here men
and v/omen demand that life give them some positive value. In
Spite of destruction which stalks on every highwa^f in the
world of O'Neill, as it does also in the world of ’uLe Graex
tragedy, it is still a good world to live in, because it is a
world v/here brave, charming, complex and interesting men and
v/omen are present at every turn. They are in a sense sick,
that is, they are not fat, happy, contented and resigned to
a gospel of prosperity and good business opportunities. By
being sick I mean that they are civilized. They have
awakened to the realization of what it means to be human.
They are aware that to be hume.n means to desire from life
more than food, clothing and shelter. They yearn for happi-
ness as the ultimate good, and when their struggle nears the
end they are more defiant than submissive. Living in the
world of O'Neill is not an easy task, but it is interesting.
It is a v/orld that demands courage, that is intense with
1 .3 . K.V/inther
,
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experience, and that above all is not supine. It is a world
in which we are not allov/ed to 'delude ourselves with some
tawdry substitute'. To O'Neill 'Life doesn't end. One ex-
1 .
nerience is but the birth of another'."
. S.K. Winther. '^Eugene O'Neill, A Critical Study"
Page 226-227
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